
Prototype

Prototype

Intent

Specify the kinds of objects to create using a prototypical instance, and 
create new objects by copying this prototype.

Motivation

Applicability

●     when a system should be independent of how its products are 
created, composed, and represented; and

●     when the classes to instantiate are specified at run-time, for 
example, by dynamic loading; or 

●     to avoid building a class hierarchy of factories that parallels the 
class hierarchy of products; or 
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Prototype

●     when instances of a class can have one of only a few different 
combinations of state. 

 

Structure

Participants

●     Prototype (Graphic) 
❍     declares an interface for cloning itself. 

●     ConcretePrototype (Staff, WholeNote, HalfNote) 
❍     implements an operation for cloning itself. 

●     Client (GraphicTool) 
❍     creates a new object by asking a prototype to clone itself. 

Collaborations

●     A client asks a prototype to clone itself. 

Consequences
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Prototype

Same as Abstract Factory and Builder:

●     It hides the concrete product classes from the client. 
●     Let a client work with application-specific classes without 

modification.

Additional benefits:

1.   Adding and removing products at run-time by registering a 
prototypical instance with the client. 
2.   Specifying new objects by varying values. 

❍     Highly dynamic systems let you define new behavior by 
specifying value for an object's variables and not by defining 
new classes. 

❍     Let users define new "classes" without programming new 
classes. 

1.   Specifying new objects by varying structure by adding a subpart 
as a prototype to the composition of an object. 
2.   Reduced subclassing. 
3.   Configuring an application with classes dynamically. 

❍     The run-time environment 
■     creates an instance of each class automatically when it's 

dynamically loaded, and
■     registers the instance with a prototype manager. 

❍     The application can ask the prototype manager for instances of 
newly loaded classes. 
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Prototype

Implementation

1.   Using a prototype manager. 

❍     A prototype manager is an associative store that returns the 
prototype matching a given key. 

❍     It has operations for registering a prototype under a key and 
for unregistering it. 

❍     It lets clients extend and take inventory on the system without 
writing code. 

1.   Implementing the Clone operation. 

❍     Shallow copy versus deep copy
❍     Circular references
❍     Save and load serialized objects to implement deep copy.

 

1.   Initializing clones with different state than the prototype.

❍     With object's setX() 
❍     With a specially designed Initialization operation to initialize 

the object's state variables.

Sample Code

    class MazePrototypeFactory : public MazeFactory {
    public:
        MazePrototypeFactory(Maze*, Wall*, Room*, Door*);
    
        virtual Maze* MakeMaze() const;
        virtual Room* MakeRoom(int) const;
        virtual Wall* MakeWall() const;
        virtual Door* MakeDoor(Room*, Room*) const;
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Prototype

    
    private:
        Maze* _prototypeMaze;
        Room* _prototypeRoom;
        Wall* _prototypeWall;
        Door* _prototypeDoor;
    };
    MazePrototypeFactory::MazePrototypeFactory (
        Maze* m, Wall* w, Room* r, Door* d
    ) {
       _prototypeMaze = m;
       _prototypeWall = w;
       _prototypeRoom = r;
       _prototypeDoor = d;
    }
    Wall* MazePrototypeFactory::MakeWall () const {
        return _prototypeWall->Clone();
    }
    
    Door* MazePrototypeFactory::MakeDoor (Room* r1, Room *r2) const {
        Door* door = _prototypeDoor->Clone();
        door->Initialize(r1, r2);
        return door;
    }
 

        MazeGame game;
    MazePrototypeFactory simpleMazeFactory(
        new Maze, new Wall, new Room, new Door
    );
    
    Maze* maze = game.CreateMaze(simpleMazeFactory);
    MazePrototypeFactory bombedMazeFactory(
        new Maze, new BombedWall,
        new RoomWithABomb, new Door
    );
    class Door : public MapSite {
    public:
        Door();
        Door(const Door&);
    
        virtual void Initialize(Room*, Room*);
        virtual Door* Clone() const;
    
        virtual void Enter();
        Room* OtherSideFrom(Room*);
    private:
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Prototype

        Room* _room1;
        Room* _room2;
    };
    
    Door::Door (const Door& other) {
        _room1 = other._room1;
        _room2 = other._room2;
    }
    

    void Door::Initialize (Room* r1, Room* r2) {
        _room1 = r1;
        _room2 = r2;
    }
    
 
 
    Door* Door::Clone () const {
        return new Door(*this);
    }
    class BombedWall : public Wall {
    public:
        BombedWall();
        BombedWall(const BombedWall&);
    
        virtual Wall* Clone() const;
        bool HasBomb();
    private:
        bool _bomb;
    };
    

    BombedWall::BombedWall (const BombedWall& other) : Wall
(other) {
        _bomb = other._bomb;
    }
    
    Wall* BombedWall::Clone () const {
        return new BombedWall(*this);
    }

Related Patterns

●     Prototype and Abstract Factory are competing patterns in some 
ways. 

●     They can also be used together. 
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Prototype

●     An Abstract Factory might store a set of prototypes from which to 
clone and return product objects.

●     Designs that make use of the Composite and Decorator patterns 
often can benefit from Prototype as well.
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